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Abstract. Let q(z) E L’(D), D C R3 is a bounded domain, q = 0 outside D, (I is real-valued. Assume that 
A(P, 0, k) := A(O’, 8), the scattering amplitude, is known for all B’, 0 E 9, Sz is the unit sphere, and a fixed 
I; > 0. These data determine q(z) uniquely and a numerical method is given for computing q(c). 
Let 
I. INTRODUCTION 
!,a := [V2 + L2 - q(t)]u = 0 in R3 
21 = exp(il8. x) + v 
v = A(#, 6, k)r-’ exp(ikr) + o(r-‘), r = ]I] --) 03 
8’ = r-lx 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Assume that: i) q(z) E L2(D), D c R 3 is a bounded domain, D C B, = {z : \zI 5 a}, q vanishes 
outside D, q is real-valued, H” is the Sobolev space; ii) k > 0 is fixed, A(O’, 8, k) := A(@, 6) is given, for 
all 01, e E 9. 
Inverse Problem (IP): given A(#, 0) for all 8’,0 E S2 find q(z). 
Uniqueness of the solution to this problem is established in [l]. In [2], [3] proofs are given and a 
numerical method to solve IP is suggested (without justification of its convergence). The aim of this 
paper is to prove convergence of this numerical method. Necessary and sufficient conditions for A(#, 0) 
to be the scattering amplitude corresponding to a potential which satisfies assumptions i) are given in 
[‘I. 
In section II the numerical method is described and its convergence is proved. 
There were no results concerning IP. For the inverse problem of finding n(z) from the knowledge of 
A(0’,0, k) given for all B’,B E S2 and all L > 0 uniqueness of its solution has been known for a long 
time but no convergent numerical method for recovery of q(z) from these data was given (except for 
high-frequency Born inversion). 
II. NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO IP. 
The idea of the method [2], [3] is to get from A(#, 0) the values 
J &q(z) exp(-if? . Z)+(Z) (4) 
where $ is an arbitrary solution to (1) and then take 1c, of the form 
1c, = exp(i0 .2)(1 + P), (5) 
where 
II 7. Ib(D,)-+ 0 as le1--,~,eEM:=(e:BEc3,e.e=i) (6) 
and D1 c R3 is an arbitrary bounded domain. 
IIcre and below we take R = 1 for simplicity and without loss of generality. If 0 and 8’ are so chosen 
that 
e, 8’ E M, jel -+ 00, le’l -+ m, e - et = p (7) 
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where p E R3 is an arbitrary fixed vector, then passing to the limit (7) in (4) gives 
c(p) := J &q(r) exp(ip . z) (8) 
where (5), (6) were used. Thus f(p) is found and by the Fourier inversion one finds p(z). 
The basic numerical difficulty is to construct the solution with properties (5), (6), given A(e’,e). 
Let us discuss how to get integrals (4) given A(e’,e) and how to construct $ with properties (5), (6) 
numerically. 
First note that given A(e’, e) one can write explicitly the scattering solutions defined by (l)-(3) in the 
region S& := R3 \ B,, where B, := {z : 1x1 5 u} and a > 0 is chosen so that supp q(z) c B,. We have 
u(z, o) = exp(io z) + 2 &(a)J’n(e’)hn(14), 14 2 Q, e’ = +fl 69 
n=O 
where o E S2 is an arbitrary unit vector, S2 is the unit sphere, 
Y, are the orthonormal in Lz(S2) spherical functions, and h,(r) are the spherical Hankel functions 
normalized so that h,(z) N 2-l exp(iz) as z -+ $00 ([4], [5]). 
The series (9) converges uniformly and can be termwise differentiated if ]z] 1 a. Therefore one knows 
the set 
dU 
1 1 U’qq 
on S, := {.z : 1x1 = u} for all (Y E S2. (II) 
It is proved in [2], [3] that the set {u(~,o)}Vo E S2 is complete (in L2(D) or H’(D)) in ND(&) := {$ : 
e,* = 0 in D, ti E HL,}. Therefore, given any 11 E ND(&) one can find hL(cr) E t2(S2) such that 
where D1 is an arbitrary bounded domain in R3. (Note that h,(a) does not converge in .L2(S2) as c -+ 0, 
in general.) In particular, there is a & of the form (12) w ic h h converges in H’ (01) to $ of the form (5)) 
(6). Suppose that h,(a) is found. Then the integrals (4) are found as follows. Take the known formula 
(k = 1): 
-4aA(B’, a) = J dsq(x)exp(-it?'. t)u(z,a), 
multiply (13) by &(o) and integrate in (Y over S2 to get 
(13) 
-4~ lim (_. Sa A(e’, CY)~,(~)&Y = J J &q(2) exp(-ie’ . x)$(t). (14) 
Then pass in (14) to the limit (7) to get 
G(p) = -4ir lim 
e-fY=p,e,e’EM 1 J lim c-o Sa Ace’, ah(~W . 1 (15) 
~@~-.CO,~O’~-+CU 
The basic point is the construction of h,(a) numerically. If h<(o) is constructed, formula (15) can be 
used (in principle) for recovery of i(p). Note that h,(a) depends on t9 E A4 if the function $J in (12) is 
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defined by (5), (G). The difficulty in constructing &((Y) is that we do not know q and therefore we do 
not know li, of the form (5), (6). Tl ie k nowledge of A(fY, 0) gives the knowledge of u(z, CY) by formula (9) 
and the set (11). By the way, the knowledge of the set (11) im pl ies the knowledge of the set 
‘This information is sufficient for a unique recovery of q ([2] Th eorem 12). Our basic idea for construction 
of \~~(a) is as follows. One knows u(z,(Y) in 0,. Note that r := exp(-i0. x)ll) - 1 defined by (5) satisfies 
(he inequality (see [2] and [S]): 
J :=I] r llL~(R3,p(z))~ @I-' (17) 
\vhere II f Il&n,p):= _f, Ifl 2p d I, c = const > 0 does not depend on B E M, 101 2 1, and p(z) := (l+]z])-‘. 
One solves numerically the variational problem 
JR = min,JR = JR(h):=11 exp(-i0 -412 u(z,a)h(a)do - 1 IlP(n,&p(z)) (18) 
where a,,R := {x : a < x 5 R}, and wants to prove that, as R + co, there is a sequence hR(o) such that 
lim J R-+x! ~2 hR(a)u(l,a)da ='/'(x) (19) 
where $ is defined by (5), (6). 
Note that it is not possible to solve the problem J m = min because for 0 E M, Im 0 # 0 the exponential 
grows as Ix] 4 00 in some directions and therefore J,(h) = oo for h E L”(P). 
In order to justify this scheme, one has to prove that: 
iI lhere is a sequence hR of solutions to (18) such that (19) holds. 
Let us prove i). For each 0 and R < 03 problem (18) has a minimizing sequence ha,R(cr) = ha,R,s(cr) 
such that .JR(~~,R) + min as 6 + 0. Let h,(a) be the sequence from (12). Then, for sufficiently small 
6 = e(R) and 6 = 6(R), one has JR(hd,R) 5 JR(h,) 5 cl01-’ and lim,+s JR(h,) =I[ r IILz(R.,~,~)< clSl_‘, 
where r is defined in (5), (6) and (17) is used. Therefore 
hm JR(hn) 2 clSl_‘, 
RhC.2 
hR := hS(R),R(Q). PO) 
We want to derive from (20) that (19) holds. Define 
, 
@R= 
1 
u(x,a)hR(a)da, TR := exp(-i8 .z)?_bR(z)- 1. (21) 
9 
Then rR solves the equation 
and (20) implies that 
LrR := (A + 2i6. v)rR = qr11 + q in R3 (22) 
din; inf ]I PR b(R.,~,p)< Ci@i-'. (23) 
Let us choose a subsequence denoted rR_ which converges weakly in Lf&(!&). This is possible because 
the right side of (23) does not depend on R so that on any subset Di of fiO,R the norm I] rR ]]~z(o,)< c 
where c does not depend on R. Let r, denote the weak limit of rn, in Lf”,. For a fixed 0 it fohows from 
the (elliptic) equation (22) that weak L& convergence of PR, imply HL, convergence of rR, Therefore 
one can pass to the limit R, -+ co in (22) and get equation (22) for r,. Passing to the limit in (23) and 
taking into account that the right side of (23) does not depend on R one obtains 
II rw Il~v-2.,~~l 4T’. (24) 
Equation (22) has at most one solution satisfying (24) as shown in Lemma 1 below. The function r 
defined by (5), (6) solves (23)-(24). Therefore r, = r and i) is proved. From our argument existence of 
the limit, (19) follows since any subsequence rn, converges to the same limit r. 
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Let us formulate the result. 
THEOREM. For any R > a and B E M, 101 >> 1, problem (18) h aS a minimizing sequence h&R. One can 
choose 6 = 6(R) so that for OR := hb(~),~(a) inequality (20) holds. If R + 00 then $R defined bJ 
(21) converges in H& as R + 00 to II, defined by (5), (6). 
REMARIC: One can use signed measures dpR((r) in place of h~(a)da. This allows one to use delta- 
function components in hi. One can pick the sequence hi = ~s(R),R((Y) by taking, for example, 
for each R, the member of the minimizing sequence h6,~ for which JR(~~,R) - min JR < jel-‘. 
LEMMA 1. If 
then p = 0. 
LP = qp in R3, II P Il~yn~,~)< 0~) (25) 
PROOF: Equation (25) implies p = L-‘(qp) + w, where L-‘f := - JdXexp(i)c .z)f(X)(X’ +2X. 0)-l, 
J = JR3, $ is the Fourier transform of f, w is a solution to Lw = 0, 11 w (ILz(RJ,~)< c since p and 
L-‘(qp) satisfy this estimate. For L-‘(qp) the estimate follows from Proposition 1 in [l], for p it follows 
from (25). If one could prove that w = 0 then the conclusion p = 0 would follow from the estimate 
II L-‘(w) NIL.-< ‘I II P /IPw+ where ‘I --+ 0 = PI + co, 0 E M, 17 depends on II q ~IL,z(D). This 
estimate is proved in [7]. Therefore, if 101 >> 1 one has 0 < 7 < 1 and the equation p = L-‘(qp) implies 
II P lb=(D)< 71 II P IIWD)~ so that p = 0. To end the proof one has to derive that w = 0. Fourier transform 
the equation Lw = 0 to get (X2 + 2X .0)27, = 0. Thus tij is supported on the codimension 2 manifold: on 
the curve X2 +2X .0 = 0. The fact that this is a curve follows from the condition 0 E M. This condition is 
equivalent to f? = a+ib, a, b E R3 with a,b = 0, a2-b* = 1. Thus X*+2X.(a+ib) = 0 implies X2+2X.a = 0, 
X . b = 0, with a . b = 0, which is an equation of a circle C in the plane orthogonal to vector b. Since 
II UJ IIL~R~,~)< c,one h*limSUPRha, R-’ hzelxR Iw12dz < co. It follows ([S], Theorem 7.1.27) that tZ is an 
Lz density on C and & lGj*ds 5 climsupR_~R-2 &,<R Iwl*dr 5 climsupR_oo hZlcR s$$dz: = 0, 
where the limit under the sign of the integral is taken%y the Lebesgue dominant convergence theorem. 
Thus Zz, = 0, and w = 0. Lemma 1 is proved. 
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